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You have the aptitude for and foundational training in electrical
engineering. Earning your MSEE online from NJIT can help you
expand your technical expertise and acquire the advanced skills
important for professional growth in the field.
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What specialization are
you most interested in?

Attend a top-tier public University focused on
excellence for over 130 years

Communications, Signal
Processing & Microwave

Earn your master’s degree completely online and
graduate in as few as 19 months

Mechatronics
Power and Energy Systems

Focus on your area of interest – multiple specializations
to choose from
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Rankings and Accreditation
For more rankings and
accreditation read more.
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Electrical engineering is essential for global growth. From healthcare to
entertainment to telecommunications, electrical engineers drive
innovation across a spectrum of industries. By learning the most recent
concepts in electrical engineering, you can shape the future of these
industries, and ultimately, improve the quality of life in the 21st century.
That’s exactly what our online Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
degree is designed to help you do.
Our 30-credit program can be completed completely online in fewer than
two years. Our 10-course (five semesters) future-focused curriculum is
engineered to impart the specialized knowledge that can help you
develop solutions for today’s and tomorrow’s complex electrical
engineering challenges.

NJIT: Online MSEE Program
Overview.

As an electrical engineer, you have extensive opportunities to specialize
in the field. That’s why our online MSEE program o!ers you the choice of
three in-demand specialty tracks: Communications, Signal Processing,
and Microwave; Power and Energy Systems; or Mechatronics. By selecting
one of these highly relevant specializations, you can prepare for a lasting
career in the area of electrical engineering that most interests you.
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Innovating

The Future

of Science and Technology
One of the nation’s leading public technological universities, New Jersey
Institute of Technology (NJIT) prepares students to be leaders in the
technology-dependent economy of the 21st century. Founded in 1881 as
the Newark Technical School, NJIT is now home to nearly 50 laboratories,
centers, and business incubators, where hundreds of research
breakthroughs have been achieved.
NJIT’s vision stresses innovation, entrepreneurship, and engagement in
addressing the issues facing our society. The pursuit of excellence, realworld learning, and applied research underpin the university’s education
tradition.
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We’re Committed to Excellence in Online
Education
As an online student at New Jersey Institute of Technology, you can gain
access to one of the most innovative and collaborative e-learning
environments in the country. Our online classees function as virtuallearning communities in which you can interact with and learn from your
peers and professors using a wide variety of media-rich communication
tools.
Course content is delivered asynchronously through the university’s
learning management system, allowing you to complete coursework at
your convenience. Whether you’re streaming a video lecture to watch
during your lunch break, contributing to a class discussion board after
putting the kids to bed, or returning from a long day on the job, the
flexibility of our online MSEE program can seamlessly integrate into your
work and family life.

We’re Focused on Your Success
At NJIT, we also believe that a strong support system is vital to your
success as an online student. For this reason, we strive to ensure that
you have all the information you need to pursue and achieve your
academic goals. From admission through graduation, our exceptional
team of enrollment advisors and program coordinators are eager to help
make your online educational experience a rewarding and memorable
one.
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